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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Prediction of protein-protein interaction has become an important part of systems biology in reverse engineering the biological networks for better understanding the molecular biology of the cell. While significant progress has been made in terms of prediction accuracy, most computational methods only predict whether two proteins interact but not their interacting residues – the information that can be very valuable for understanding the interaction mechanisms and designing modulation of the interaction. In this work, we developed a computational method to predict the interacting residue pairs – contact matrix for interacting protein domains, whose rows and columns correspond to the residues in the two interacting domains respectively and whose values (1 or 0) indicate whether the corresponding residues (do or do not) interact.

Results: Our method is based on supervised learning using support vector machines. For each domain involved in a given domain-domain interaction (DDI), an interaction profile hidden Markov model (ipHMM) is first built for the domain family, and then each residue position for a member domain sequence is represented as a 20-dimensional vector of Fisher scores, characterizing how similar it is as compared to the family profile at that position. Each element of the contact matrix for a sequence-pair is now represented by a feature vector from concatenating the vectors of the two corresponding residues, and the task is to predict the element value (1 or 0) from the feature vector. A support vector machine is trained for a given DDI, using either a consensus contact matrix or contact matrices for individual sequence pairs, and is tested by leave-one-out cross validation. The performance averaged over a set of 115 DDIs collected from the 3DID database shows significant improvement (sensitivity up to 85%, and specificity up to 85%), as compared to a multiple sequence alignment based method (sensitivity 57%, and specificity 78%) previously reported in the literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) plays a central role in cellular functions, and the prediction of protein-protein interaction has become an important part of systems biology in reverse engineering the biological networks for better understanding the molecular biology of the cell. The cost and time of experimental approaches to determining protein-protein interaction remain high and thus have motivated development of computational methods. Despite significant progress in prediction accuracy, most computational methods only predict whether two proteins interact but do not tell which amino acids on these two proteins actually interact – the very information that can be extremely valuable for further understanding the interaction mechanisms and hence for designing modulation of the interaction via mutagenesis. It is therefore desirable to develop computational methods that can predict the contact matrix for interacting protein domains to indicate which residue pairs interact.

Protein-protein interaction requires some “compatibility” between the interacting partners in terms of structure, electrostatics, and other properties, which shall be conserved during evolution due to the selection pressure and ultimately manifest themselves to certain degrees in the amino acid compositions of the domain sequences that make up the interaction interface [Chothia and Janin (1975)], [Jones and Thornton (1996)], [Larsen et al. (1998)], [Livingstone and Barton (1993)]. It is such compatibility that most computational methods are trying to establish, by looking at features in protein sequences and structures, to predict the protein-protein interaction [Tuncbag et al. (2009)]. The conservation of interface sequences leads to the use of interacting domains as surrogate of PPI, although protein-protein interaction can not always be reliably predicted just based on interacting domains – because, for instance, in the presence of multi-domains, combination of domains may block interactions that would be otherwise implicated if solely based on individual domain interactions [Mozza et al. (2006)].

Nevertheless, domain-domain interaction (DDI) provides a useful perspective to studying PPI and is adequate for our purpose here, which is to predict the contact matrix for proteins that are known to interact via certain domains. Specifically, pairs of interacting proteins will be organized in groups of domain-domain interacting (DDI) families. Each member of such a family is an interacting protein pair whose interaction occurs through the association of a pair of domains, an interface, that is common to all the members of the family, even though substantial variance might exist between the whole protein complexes to which the protein pairs belong, such as their folded state, cellular function, etc. These domain-domain interactions form a relatively large and stable interface of approximately 2,000Å² on average. Identifying residues from the domain sequences that reside on the interface would provide the training data needed for developing a computational method with predictive power. Several groups have published work in
organizing and standardizing known domain-domain interactions [Raghavacharil et al. (2008)], [Finn et al. (2005)]. The 3DID database [Stein et al. (2010)] is among the most successful and widely used ones. This database identifies all cases of domain-domain interactions of known three dimensional structure by first assigning Pfam domains [Finn et al. (2010)] to each individual protein in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [Berman et al. (2000)]. Next, the atomic contacts between domains in the same structure are computed, where a pair of interacting residues are defined by requiring one or more of: hydrogen bonds (N-O distances ≤ 3.5 Å), salt bridges (N-O distances ≤ 5.5 Å), or van de Waals interactions (C-C distances ≤ 5 Å). A domain-domain interaction is called when at least five of these contacts exist between a pair of domains [Aloy and Russell (2002)]. As of March 2011, 3DID collected a total of 5,971 distinct DDI families, where each family has on average 26.72 different PDB complexes in which the corresponding domain-domain interaction was observed.

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the contact matrix for a DDI family. In the top left panel there are four protein complexes, each with a pair of interacting sequence chains. The complexes are not in general homogeneous, but in the interface region all of them do exhibit a similar shape. This is because, for each one of the protein pairs, the interaction occurs through domain A in the sequences marked red, and through domain B in the sequences marked green. Therefore, since in the domain A region of all the red sequences there is high sequence conservation, they can be aligned in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA\(^A\)), and the same happens to the domain B region of the green sequences (MSA\(^B\)). The matrix in the bottom right panel is the contact matrix of the DDI family. The black dots in the matrix show those positions in the three dimensional complexes where physical interactions occur between the protein pairs. Note that these residue-residue interactions do not necessarily occur in all the complexes in the family. For instance, \(i_1\) is observed only in complexes 1, 2 and 3; \(i_2\) only happens in complex 1; whereas \(i_3\) happens in all the four complexes.

Such a representation of a domain-domain interaction had previously been used in Brannetti et al. (2000) and Ferraro et al. (2006) to predict specificity of SH3 proteins binding to their ligands, where the domain B would correspond to the SH3 domain and the domain A to the binding ligand (peptide). As an intermediate step toward inferring the binding for a new sequence pair, each sequence will be aligned to the corresponding MSA and a consensus contact matrix will be used to determine the contacting residues.

While this method seems to be reasonable and straightforward to implement and had worked well in enhancing the inference of the SH3 domain specificity, its performance as a predictor for protein contact matrix is poor, as shown in the results when applied to the 3DID data, primarily due to its rigid reliance on the multiple sequence alignments. In Weigt et al. (2009), Weigt et al proposed a method to construct the consensus contact matrix for a large number of homologue pairs without using structural information but only sequence variations, as measured by the so-called direct information, which is computed by maximum entropy with constraints of matching the observed occurrence frequencies of amino acids. Being able to differentiate direct couplings of amino acids from transitive couplings, the method show remarkable improvement in specificity, as compared to similar method of using the mutual information based on observed occurrence frequencies. Yet, being unsurprised, the method does not address particularly how to predict the contact matrix for a give pair of sequences, other than having them as members in the MSAs and then use the consensus contact matrix as the predicted contact matrix.

In this work, we developed a computational method to predict more accurately the contact matrix for interacting protein domains, by (i) incorporating the structural information of the interface with \(\Phi\)HMMs [Friedrich et al. (2006)] over MSAs, (ii) tapping into the more subtle features present in the domain sequence with the use of Fisher scores over a simple alignment, and (iii) using support vector machines for a supervised learning over the use of a family consensus contact matrix, which is often dependent on the initial multiple sequence alignments and the voting mechanism used to get the consensus. The performance from the leave-one-out cross validation averaged over 115 DDIs for both methods shows significant improvement as compared to a multiple sequence alignment based method previously reported in the literature.

2 METHOD

The method is based on supervised learning using support vector machines. The training and testing data are composed of 115 domain-domain interactions (DDIs), collected from the 3DID database, whose contact matrices are known from the 3D structure of the protein complexes. As the first step, interacting domains
are identified and profiled using ipHMMs, which is discussed in section 2.1. At the second step, each residue for a member domain sequence is represented as a 20-dimensional vector of Fisher scores, characterizing how similar it is as compared to the family profile at that position. Each element of the contact matrix for a sequence-pair is now represented by a feature vector from concatenating the vectors of the two corresponding residues. The third step is to train a support vector machine for each DDI family, and the last step is to use the trained SVM to predict the element value (1 or 0) from its feature vector for the contact matrix of a new sequence pair.

2.1 Identification and profiling of interacting domains

Since the contact matrix is referring to an interacting domain pair, it is helpful to briefly review how interacting domains are identified and profiled, and their use in predicting DDI and PPI.

A typical scenario is presented in Fig. 1, where the contact matrix for two new proteins, $s^A_N$ and $s^B_N$, will be predicted. The first question is: what is the likelihood that these two proteins can form an interaction? The DDI based approach is to identify interacting domains in the two sequences: is there a domain $d^A$ found in $s^A_N$ and a domain $d^B$ found in $s^B_N$, such that $d^A - d^B$ constitute a known interacting interface, namely, a $d^A - d^B$ DDI family that can be found in a database like 3DID? If yes, then $s^A_N$ and $s^B_N$ interact, otherwise they do not interact. This simple scheme works but with false positive and false negative predictions, even assuming the domain identification is reliable. Because of the incompleteness of DDI databases, absence of a known interacting domain cannot rule out a PPI. On the other hand, because of multi-domains, combination of domains may block interactions that are otherwise suggested by individual domains [Moza et al. (2006)]. Some of these issues and their workarounds have been addressed in our previous work [González and Liao (2010)], and the techniques used will be applied here.

For the above scheme to work, it is essential to identify the presence of $d^A$ in $s^A_N$ and of $d^B$ in $s^B_N$. Protein domains often contain significant sequence variations. Profile hidden Markov model (pHMM) [Eddy (1998)] is a successful method to capture the commonalities of a given domain while allowing variations. A collection of pHMMs covering many common protein domains and families is available in the Pfam database [Finn et al. (2010)]. Not only can pHMMs provide a statistical characterization for a family of conserved protein sequences, but they can also be used for efficiently identifying presence of domains in protein sequences through the Viterbi or the posterior decoding algorithms [Rabiner (1989)]. However, pHMMs are designed to model domains in general, and the special case of interacting domains must be treated with care because interaction sites impose strong constraints and therefore play a key role in the identification of these domains. To this end, Friedrich et al. (2006) developed a new model, called interaction profile hidden Markov model (ipHMM), which modifies the ordinary pHMM by adding to the model architecture new states explicitly representing residues on the interface. As shown in Fig. 2, the match states of the classical pHMM are now replaced by a non-interacting ($M_{ni}$) and an interacting match state ($M_{i}$). The new match state is provided with the same properties of a match state in the ordinary profile hidden Markov model architecture, i.e. these interacting match states are able to emit all amino acid symbols with probabilities, which are parameters to be fixed according to the training examples. It has been shown that this modification leads to improved accuracy in interacting domain prediction, which makes ipHMMs a better choice for our method.

With the two interacting domains each being modeled as pHMMs, the contact matrix can be used to predict potential interacting contacts in a new pair of sequences, $s^A_N$ and $s^B_N$, that contain $d^A$ and $d^B$, in the following way: 1) align $s^A_N$ to ipHMM$^A$ and $s^B_N$ to ipHMM$^B$, using Viterbi or posterior decoding; 2) project the interacting contacts $i_j$ through $i_j$ in the contact matrix horizontally onto $s^A_N$ and vertically onto $s^B_N$; and 3) predict the residues marked by these projections as interacting contacts in the two new sequences. The rationale for this simplistic approach, which will serve as a baseline in this study, is that the domain-domain interaction characterized by the contact matrix is assumed to behave uniformly across all the complexes in which the interface is found. An important strength of this baseline method – and
of the algorithms we will propose in subsection 2.3 – is that for aligning the sequences to the domain families in step 1) it is not required a given sequence similarity between the sequence and its corresponding family: even at low levels of sequence homology, the alignment can be calculated via Viterbi or posterior decoding, and this is all that is needed to construct feature vectors and make contact predictions. We will show that even at low similarity levels and this is all that is needed to construct feature vectors and make contact predictions.

\[ \text{Algorithm 1: Average Fisher vectors} \]

\[ P \] is the number of sequences in the MSAs at training
\[ \text{FisherVector()} \] is a function that uses Eq. 2 to calculate a residue’s Fisher vector
\[ \text{FamilyContactMatrix} \] is the contact matrix of Fig. 1 where all the interactions in the family (from any sequence pair) are accounted for
\[ \text{concat()} \] is a function that concatenates two vectors to form one new vector

\[ \text{// Training} \]
for each interacting sequence pair \( s_m^A, s_m^B, 1 \leq m \leq P \) do
Align \( s_m^A \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^A \), \( s_m^B \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^B \).
for each amino acid \( s_m^A(i), 1 \leq i \leq L^A \) do
Calculate \( \text{FisherVector}(s_m^A(i)) \) and save it.
end for
for each amino acid \( s_m^B(j), 1 \leq j \leq L^B \) do
Calculate \( \text{FisherVector}(s_m^B(j)) \) and save it.
end for
end for

\[ \text{PO} = \text{empty array}; \ \text{NE} = \text{empty array}; \ \text{// Positive dataset} \]
for each cell \( (i, j) \) in the contact matrix do
\[ \text{AvFisher}^A \leftarrow \text{average}(\text{FisherVector}(s_m^A(i))); 1 \leq m \leq P \]
\[ \text{AvFisher}^B \leftarrow \text{average}(\text{FisherVector}(s_m^B(j))); 1 \leq m \leq P \]
if \( \text{FamilyContactMatrix}(i, j) \) is interacting then
Add \( \text{concat}(\text{AvFisher}^A, \text{AvFisher}^B) \) to PO.
else
Add \( \text{concat}(\text{AvFisher}^A, \text{AvFisher}^B) \) to NE.
end if
end for
Sample negative dataset so that \( \text{size(PO)} = \text{size(NE)} \).
Train support vector machine (SVM) using PO and NE.

\[ \text{// Testing} \]
Align \( s_N^A \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^A \), \( s_N^B \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^B \).
for each cell \( (i, j) \) in the contact matrix do
Calculate \( \text{TestFisher}^A \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_N^A(i)) \).
Calculate \( \text{TestFisher}^B \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_N^B(j)) \).
Evaluate \( \text{concat}(\text{TestFisher}^A, \text{TestFisher}^B) \) in the SVM and predict +1 (interacting) or −1 (not interacting).
end for

of the algorithms we will propose in subsection 2.3 – is that for aligning the sequences to the domain families in step 1) it is not required a given sequence similarity between the sequence and its corresponding family: even at low levels of sequence homology, the alignment can be calculated via Viterbi or posterior decoding, and this is all that is needed to construct feature vectors and make contact predictions. We will show that even at low similarity levels our predictions can be highly accurate (Fig. 6).

Brannetti et al. (2000) and later Ferraro et al. (2006) have previously used this alignment-based approach to study SH3 domain specificity. While their goal is to predict whether a protein containing a SH3 domain interacts with a ligand, their method aligns the query protein and ligand respectively with the training proteins (in a MSA) and ligands (in another MSA) whose contact matrices are known. From the alignment, the putative contact points for the query protein-ligand pair are identified, and the amino acid pairs at these contact points are compared with the distribution of amino acid pairs at these contact positions for the training protein-ligand pairs to infer how likely the query protein and ligand interact. It is worth noting that our baseline approach is already a slight refinement to the method of Ferraro by using ipHMMs, which take into account the structural information about interacting residues at the model construction stage. The ipHMMs allow for more accurate alignment of a query sequence to the existing sequences in the model by using the Viterbi algorithm than a progressive approach does, as the one used in multiple sequence alignments. Still, the assumption that all the protein complexes in a given DDI family share the same contact matrix does not hold in general because of sequence and structural variations, even within the same family. Consequently, the prediction would suffer: a false negative may be caused from missing the interacting sites that are new to one new vector.

\[ \text{Algorithm 2: All Fisher vectors in the family (no average)} \]

\[ P \] is the number of sequences in the MSAs at training
\[ \text{FisherVector()} \] is a function that uses Eq. 2 to calculate a residue’s Fisher vector
\[ \text{ContactMatrix} \] is the contact matrix where only the interactions from sequence pair \( m \) are accounted for
\[ \text{concat()} \] is a function that concatenates two vectors to form one new vector

\[ \text{// Training} \]
\[ \text{PO} = \text{empty array}; \ \text{NE} = \text{empty array}; \ \text{// Positive dataset} \]
for each interacting sequence pair \( s_m^A, s_m^B, 1 \leq m \leq P \) do
Align \( s_m^A \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^A \), \( s_m^B \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^B \).
for each cell \( (i, j) \) in the contact matrix do
Calculate \( \text{TrainFisher}^A \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_m^A(i)) \).
Calculate \( \text{TrainFisher}^B \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_m^B(j)) \).
end for
if \( \text{ContactMatrix}(i, j) \) is interacting then
Add \( \text{concat}(\text{TrainFisher}^A, \text{TrainFisher}^B) \) to PO.
else
Add \( \text{concat}(\text{TrainFisher}^A, \text{TrainFisher}^B) \) to NE.
end if
end for
Sample negative dataset so that \( \text{size(PO)} = \text{size(NE)} \).
Train support vector machine (SVM) using PO and NE.

\[ \text{// Testing: the same as in Algorithm 1} \]
Align \( s_N^A \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^A \), \( s_N^B \) to \( \text{ipHMM}^B \).
for each cell \( (i, j) \) in the contact matrix do
Calculate \( \text{TestFisher}^A \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_N^A(i)) \).
Calculate \( \text{TestFisher}^B \leftarrow \text{FisherVector}(s_N^B(j)) \).
end for
Evaluate \( \text{concat}(\text{TestFisher}^A, \text{TestFisher}^B) \) in the SVM and predict +1 (interacting) or −1 (not interacting).
2.2 Representing residues with Fisher scores

To overcome the shortcomings of the alignment-based approach that we discussed above, we will have to allow a pair of residues to be considered as a contact point even when they are not aligned to any contact point in the known contact matrix in the DDI family (false negative) and also allow the pair to be considered as a non contact point when they are aligned to a known contact point in the DDI family (false positive). To achieve these goals, we propose to 1) characterize each residue in the sequence in a way that captures how it contributes to the alignment of the sequence with the whole family as an ipHMM, and 2) determine for each residue pair its candidacy as a contact point, not based on a rigid alignment to the existing contact matrix, but by comparing it to the known contacting pairs and non contacting pairs, all expressed in a representation from step 1, in a supervised learning approach. We address the first part in this subsection and the supervised learning part in the next subsection.

The representation that we adopted for characterizing the residues is the Fisher scores derived from aligning the sequence to the ipHMM. The use of Fisher vectors to represent protein sequences was first proposed by Jaakkola et al. (1999) in the context of detection of remote protein homologs, and was later adopted for other applications in bioinformatics, including discriminating signal peptides from transmembrane proteins [Kahsay et al. (2005)] and protein-protein interaction prediction [González and Liao (2009), [González and Liao (2010)]. Given an ipHMM for the family of domain $d^A$, the probability of $s_1^i$ in Fig. 1 being a member, i.e. containing domain $d^A$, can be calculated as $P\left(s_1^i|\theta^A\right)$, where $\theta^A$ are the parameters (emission and transition probabilities) of ipHMM $M^A$. The Fisher score of the alignment with respect to parameter $\theta^A_0$ is defined as

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial \theta^A_0} \log P \left(s_1^i|\theta^A\right). \quad (1)$$

In this work, we use a vector of Fisher scores to represent not the protein sequences in the multiple sequence alignments, but rather each one of their residues. Take the sequence $s_1^A$ and ipHMM $M^A$ in Fig. 2, and let domain $d^A$ be of length $L^A$, i.e. ipHMM $M^A$ has $L^A$ match states (see Fig. 2). The alignment of $s_1^A$ to ipHMM $M^A$ will also be of length $L^A$, although some amino acids in the original sequence when its length is longer than $L^A$ will not appear in the alignment as they would align to insert states. Let us thus denote this alignment as the amino acid chain $\{s_1^A(1), s_1^A(2), \ldots, s_1^A(L^A)\}$. Each residue in the sequence can be characterized by a set of Fisher scores defined as follows:

$$\log P \left(s_1^A|\theta^A\right) = \left(\frac{\partial}{\partial \epsilon_{x_i}^{A_1}} \log P \left(s_1^A|\theta^A\right), \frac{\partial}{\partial \epsilon_{x_i}^{A_2}} \log P \left(s_1^A|\theta^A\right), \ldots, \frac{\partial}{\partial \epsilon_{x_i}^{A_k}} \log P \left(s_1^A|\theta^A\right)\right), \quad (2)$$

where $\epsilon_{x_i}^{A_k}$, $1 \leq k \leq 20$ is the emission probability of amino acid $k$ at match state $M_i$. Note that these match states can be either interacting or non interacting (see Fig. 2); both types will be used in this study and a comparison of the influence on the prediction performance will be made.

The same can be done for all the residues in the alignment of $s_1^B$ to ipHMM $M^B$. The element $(i,j)$ in the contact matrix for the sequence pair can now be represented by the concatenation of the Fisher vector for $s_1^A(i)$ and the Fisher vector for $s_1^B(j)$. The value of element $(i,j)$, as the ground truth, is used to label the concatenated vector with $+1$ for interacting or $-1$ for non interacting correspondingly. In the next section, we propose to use a support vector machine to learn and predict the interacting condition between pairs of residues coming from two unseen protein sequences, for instance $s_1^A$ and $s_1^B$ in Fig. 1.

2.3 Supervised learning with SVMs

We propose two algorithms to conduct the supervised learning with support vector machines. These two algorithms differ in how the training examples are prepared.

The first algorithm is based on the consensus contact matrix for the sequence-pairs in the training set. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3, and the pseudocode is in panel Algorithm 1. The following is done for all the sequence pairs in the training data, for which we know their residue contacts information from the corresponding three dimensional structures: the two sequences are aligned to their ipHMMs, and their residues in the alignment are represented as Fisher vectors. Once this is done for all the sequence pairs in the two MSAs, each element $(i,j)$ in the $(L^A \times L^B)$-sized contact matrix will be represented by the concatenation of two Fisher vectors: one is the average of all the Fisher vectors from the training sequences in $M^A$ at position $i$, and the other is the average of all the Fisher vectors from the training sequences in $M^B$ at position $j$. The vector for this element will be labeled $+1$ if any of the training sequence pairs presents an interaction at this position; otherwise it will be labeled $-1$. In this way we construct a dataset with $(L^A \times L^B)$ example vectors, where the features of each vector encapsulate characteristics of the family through the averages of Fisher vectors across all the training sequence pairs. These vectors belong to one of two categories: positive examples or negative examples, according to contacts in the matrix. The dataset is then learned with a SVM, and evaluated on a test set of $(L^A \times L^B)$ examples coming from two protein sequences whose three dimensional structure is also known but preserved for testing. These test examples are constructed in the same way that train examples are built, except that they are not averaged across the family. Notice that in training, all the positive examples are used, but not all the negatives are included in the training set: we randomly choose negative examples so that the positive and the negative sets are the same size. This is done to keep the convergence time of the SVM manageable and to avoid a minority class problem. Furthermore, our experiments showed that the learning ability of the SVM is robust towards this decrease in the number of negative train examples. The same is done in testing.

The second algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4, and its pseudocode is in panel Algorithm 2. For a pair of interacting sequences in training set, they are aligned to the ipHMMs and each of their residues is represented as Fisher vectors. The contact matrix for this specific pair of sequences, which may be different from the contact matrix of the other sequence pairs in the training set, is used to label the concatenated Fisher vectors at each position as $+1$ or $-1$. The same is done for all the training sequence pairs. This means that the positive and negative datasets are prepared for each sequence-pair in the training set individually, not relying on a consensus contact matrix and Fisher vectors averaged across the DDI family. This scheme of using all Fisher vectors, of course,
results in a significantly increased number of training examples – the number is roughly $P$ times more than that in the first algorithm, where $P$ is the number of sequence-pairs in the training set. It is expected that by taking the residue pairs out of the constraints of a rigid alignment, the method can better handle the sequence and structural variations in the interacting domains and contact points. The sampling of negative examples done in Algorithm 1 is also done here.

3 RESULTS

The method was trained and tested on a dataset collected from the 3DID database with close to $6 \times 10^3$ DDI families. Of those, we have chosen a subset of 115 DDI families where for each family, a) the two interacting domains are no longer than 550 amino acids, and b) the number of different PDB structures in the family is between 3 and 300. In this way, we are testing our methods on a rich dataset, while avoiding big families that could take prohibitive times to train and cross-validate.

For each DDI family, we assess the predictive power of the two proposed algorithms using leave-one-out cross validation. If there are $P$ protein pairs in a family (i.e. $P$ PDB complexes for the family), we set aside one of the pairs for testing, and use the remaining $(P - 1)$ examples for training the models. This is repeated such that each protein pair in the family is used once as the test example. It is common to find DDI families in 3DID contain highly similar sequence pairs. To avoid trivial test cases (when the test pair has an almost identical counterpart in the train set), we group these artificial sequences in clusters, within which any test pair has an almost identical counterpart in the train set), we use the number of contacts that were observed at that point in the family contact matrix; then we will predict interaction when this number is greater than zero, and when it is zero we predict no interaction. When algorithms 1 and 2 are used, each element in the contact matrix of the test pair is assigned a prediction score in the form of a real number, which is the signed distance from the vector representation of the element to the hyperplane of the trained
SVM. We predict an element to be interacting when the distance is greater than zero, and no interaction otherwise. For all three methods (baseline, “Average” and “All vectors”), we measure the sensitivity and specificity of the predictions as defined as follows:

\[
sensitivity = \frac{TP}{(TP + FN)}
\]

\[
specificity = \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)}
\]


Since we have real-valued predictions for each point in the test contact matrix, we also measured the performance by the area under the ROC curve (AUC), which does not rely on a preset threshold for making predictions and therefore can more reliably assess a method’s power to differentiate positive examples from negative examples. Table 1 lists the results averaged over the 116 tested DDI families, and Fig. 5 shows the histograms of these averages: in these curves, for any given value of the figure of merit in the horizontal axis (sensitivity, specificity or AUC), the vertical axis shows the number of families that attained a performance greater than this value. The table shows a generalized performance analysis over all the families, whereas the histograms allow for a more per-family based analysis. This is an important analysis because the models we propose are built independently for each family.

In Eq. 2 we had shown how the Fisher scores can be calculated with respect to non-interacting (\(M_{ni}\)) or interacting (\(M_i\)) match states. In Table 1 and Fig. 5 we show results for each of these cases. In terms of AUC, which measures the learning ability of the algorithm, the best results are obtained, expectedly, with the \(M_i\) vectors, because these encapsulate information more directly relevant to the interaction. This is true for both algorithms (“Average” and “All vectors”). Also, according to the AUC, the “All vectors” algorithm achieves more learning power than the “Average” algorithm, and the two of them perform considerably better than the baseline. These conclusions can be drawn from both, Table 1 (AUC column) and Fig. 5 (bottom). Even though more computationally expensive, the “All vectors” approach, by treating equally each residue pair in the family, independent of what sequence pair the two residues come from, can better learn the correlation between the evolutionary and the structural features of the residue pair and its likelihood of being a contact. To assess the performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity, a thresholding scheme needs to be adopted. Our thresholding for the baseline method is to predict as positive points in the matrix where training sequences have contacts. For the supervised learning algorithms, we predict as positive the residue pairs with a positive distance to the hyperplane. Even though this thresholding scheme is arbitrary, the results show that, for both algorithms the non-interacting match states have higher sensitivity, whereas the interacting match states have higher specificity.

It is well known that sequence similarity is a factor that can influence the prediction accuracy in a significant way for many methods that use sequence information. To investigate how our method is affected, we divided the 115 families into four groups based on sequence similarity: 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80% and 80-90%. Here we treat all protein pairs in a family as concatenated pseudo-sequences, and calculate the sequence similarity between all pairs of pseudo-sequences. The average family similarity is the mean of all the pairwise comparisons. The box plots in Fig. 6 show how the prediction performance, measured as AUC, varies across these four groups. It can be seen that, while the average prediction accuracy in these groups indeed increase as the sequence similarity increases, the method achieves high accuracy (median AUC > 0.8) even when sequence similarity is very low, in the so-called twilight zone. This is likely due to our method’s incorporation of structural information, such as contact points, which tend to be more conserved during evolution than sequence similarity for remote homologues.

It is worth noting that in this work we assume the interacting domains are already identified and our method addresses the question: where are the contact points/residues for the pair of interacting domains? Domain identification is a challenging task by itself and the performance varies depending on the methods being used and input data available. The pHHMM, on which our method is based, was originally developed to identify interacting domains, and it has reported overall 0.64 and 0.70 sensitivity and specificity respectively, and as high as 0.81 sensitivity and 0.97 specificity for Ext. Ser/Thr-type protein kinase [Friedrich et al. (2006)]. As future work, it is possible that we integrate our method (as a second step) with interacting domain identification (as first step), namely, by
with membrane proteins, Pasqualato et al. (2011) has shown that the co-evolution of proteins occurs in each example exhibit significant variations. For instance, PDB 1moz shows a complex interaction with as many as 39 interacting residue pairs. This is reflected in the two dimensional contact matrix for this pair (Fig. S1, first row, first column), where the 39 contact points are represented as black dots. A similar (but slightly lower) complexity can be seen in PDB 1hur (first row, second column), with 25 contacts, and in PDB 1rxf (second row, first column), with 26 contacts. PDB 2h16 (third row, first column) is an interesting example with a high number of contacts (40) spread across the interface. At the other side of the spectrum we have PDB 1moz (first row, third column) and PDB 2gao (second row, third column), with a looser interaction (notice how the two proteins appear more separated from each other) which is reflected in a lower number of contact residue pairs (9 and 16 respectively). For illustration, let us predict the contact points of PDB 1moz using remaining eight structures for training. By using the baseline method, the family contact matrix would include all the contacts observed in the training structures. We show this consensus matrix with black dots in Fig. S2 in which the test contact matrix (PDB 1moz) is shown with red dots. In this case the consensus contact matrix would fail to predict each of the real contacts (no true positives, sensitivity 0%, specificity 0%). However, when the training is deferred to the Fisher vectors on interacting match states (Mi) and the “All vectors” algorithm is used, the 34,596 residue pairs in the test contact matrix can be evaluated against the learned SVM. Inspecting the sorted list of distances to the hyperplane from higher to lower, we would find the first two real contacts in positions 24 and 37. In the first 500 predictions six contacts will be found, and the tenth (last) contact is found at position 2,607 in the list. This ordering produces an AUC of 98.10%, whereas the baseline produces an AUC of 44.40%.

4 CONCLUSION

We have shown in this work that the contact matrix for a pair of interacting proteins can be predicted with high accuracy by combining sequence, structural and evolutionary information in an integrative manner, as captured in the interaction profile hidden Markov models for the two protein domain families of these interacting proteins. By devising Fisher score vectors to represent amino acids at the interacting domains, our method is capable of extracting characteristic features without constraining the residues in the rigid multiple sequence alignments used in the previous methods. This enables our method to handle residues corresponding to delete and insert states, and allows for a supervised learning on individual contact points, eliminating the need of a consensus contact matrix for the domain families, which has been a main source for false predictions. While designed for predicting contact points between interacting protein domains, the method may be useful as a module in protein folding and docking, in which a recent study Marks et al. (2011) has shown that the co-evolution couplings, distinguished from the noise set of observed correlation using maximum entropy, provide an excellent indicator for residue-residue proximity in folded structures. As future work, we will investigate how to adapt the maximum entropy model into the framework of pHMM-Fisher-SVM for further improvement in accuracy.
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